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Abstract. Several recent papers employ regression discontinuity (RD) designs to estimate
the causal effect of a diploma or similar credentials on wages. I build a model of
knowledge acquisition, test-taking and labour market careers that mimics the settings
studied in these papers. I show that a positive RD estimate is evidence for information
frictions in the labour market, but caution that the relative importance of acquired
knowledge and innate talent in the production function cannot be separately identified.
While a positive RD estimate does not reveal whether students study too much or too
little compared to the social optimum, the rate at which RD estimates decline with
labour market experience indicates the speed of employer learning, a parameter that is
critical for the extent of inefficiency in study choices.

Résumé. Interprétation des effets salariaux d’un diplôme : évaluations par modèles de
régression sur discontinuité. Plusieurs articles récents utilisent des modèles de régression
sur discontinuité (RD) afin d’évaluer l’incidence salariale d’un diplôme ou de toute autre
qualification similaire. Ici, j’ai élaboré un modèle relatif à l’acquisition des connaissances,
au passage des examens et aux carrières professionnelles dont les paramètres sont calqués
sur ceux des RD étudiés dans cet article. Je montre que lorsqu’un modèle RD établit
une relation positive, cela soutient l’idée qu’il existe des frictions informationnelles sur
le marché du travail, même si l’importance relative des connaissances acquises et des
talents innés en rapport avec la fonction productive ne peut être distinguée. Et tandis
qu’un modèle RD positif n’indique en aucun cas si les étudiants ont suffisamment
travaillé ou non par rapport à l’optimum social, la rapidité à laquelle les modèles RD
décroissent avec l’expérience professionnelle montrent la vitesse à laquelle les employeurs
jaugent les aptitudes des employés, un paramètre essentiel pour comprendre l’ampleur
de l’inefficacité des choix en matière d’études.
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1. IntroductionS

Several recent papers use the regression discontinuity (RD) design to
estimate the causal effect of a diploma or similar credentials on earnings.1

The design arises naturally in contexts where credentials are awarded on the
basis of a continuous test score exceeding some cut-off value. This allows the
econometrician to compare individuals in the neighbourhood of the cut-off who
differ in the credential of interest but are otherwise statistically identical. Any
earnings difference across the two groups can thus be attributed to what is usu-
ally termed the “signalling value” of the credential, and the exercise is often in-
terpreted as helping to distinguish between signalling and human capital the-
ories of education. The latter is critically important for education policy, since
signalling theory implies that education is, at least in part, socially wasteful.2

The goal of this paper is to pin down precisely what one can learn from
diploma RD estimates. I build a model of knowledge acquisition, test-taking
and labour market careers that mimics the typical empirical setting of a
diploma RD design. Using this model, I investigate what determines the
magnitude of the effect that is estimated by the RD design; what, if anything,
the estimates say about the productive role of education and whether students
put in too much or too little effort when studying for the test; and in what
way RD estimates are informative about the speed of employer learning.

In the model, workers first study in school and acquire knowledge. Knowl-
edge increases one’s expected test score, and hence the probability of receiving
a diploma, and may also be productive in the labour market. Knowledge acqui-
sition is costly to an extent that depends on predetermined talent, and talent
may also have a direct impact on productivity. Employers are initially uncer-
tain about workers’ productivity—they observe neither talent, knowledge nor
the test score, which is the running variable in the RD design.3 But employers
may learn about productivity over time. Different parameterizations of the
model—involving, specifically, production function coefficients and learning

1 I summarize these papers in section 2.2.
2 According to the human capital view, education raises productivity and hence

wages, and individuals who are more efficient at learning respond to this
incentive more strongly (Becker 1964, Ben-Porath 1967). In contrast, the pure
signalling view denies any productive effect of education. Instead, it assumes
that individuals’ study efficiency is positively correlated with productivity, and
argues that more-skilled individuals choose higher levels of education to signal
their higher productivity to employers (Spence 1973). The two theories are
difficult to distinguish in the data, as they both predict positive relationships
between wages and education, as well as between education and skill measures
such as IQ.

3 I assume throughout that employers cannot observe the test score, even though
they may be able to do so in some institutional settings. If employers observe
the test score, then an applicant’s diploma status does not convey any
additional information.
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rates—give rise to polar cases such as perfect information (similar to human
capital models) or imperfect information combined with a lack of productive
role for knowledge (similar to signalling models).

There are important differences between my model and signalling models
that are inevitable, given the RD context. In signalling models, what is un-
observed by employers is workers’ talent, while educational choices—usually
interpreted as years of schooling—are observed serving as a signal of talent.
In contrast, not only is talent unobserved in my model but also knowledge
acquisition. What serves as a signal of workers’ productivity is the diploma.
(Years of schooling play no role in the diploma RD context, since they do not
vary within the population of interest.)

These differences turn out to be critical for interpreting diploma RD es-
timates. Recall that the association between years of schooling and wages
may be decomposed into three parts: (i) the causal effect of schooling on
productivity (the social return), (ii) the effect of schooling on employers’
beliefs (the signalling value) and (iii) selection; instrumental variables can
be used to identify each component (Aryal et al. 2019). But in the case
of diplomas, only the second and third components are present: a diploma
cannot affect productivity because it is “essentially only a piece of paper”
(Clark and Martorell 2014), so its social return is zero. The causal effect of a
diploma estimated by an RD design therefore consists entirely of the diploma’s
effect on employers’ beliefs among workers of identical ability. In my preferred
terminology, the RD design estimates the diploma information value (DIV).

Moreover, the interpretation of the DIV involves several complications.
To be sure, a positive diploma RD estimate is evidence for the presence of
information frictions in the labour market, as workers who differ by diploma
status but have equal expected productivity are paid differently. But pre-
cisely because employers do not observe the running variable, the DIV must
reflect beliefs about a larger group of workers than just those close to the
threshold. Among this larger group, workers with a diploma may be more
productive because of higher average talent, or greater average knowledge, or
both. Therefore, the diploma RD design cannot separately identify the relative
importance of knowledge and talent in the production function.

A related question is whether a larger RD estimate indicates more severe
information frictions, or a lesser productive role of knowledge. Put differently,
does a larger DIV imply a greater importance of signalling relative to human
capital? This question may arise for instance when comparing diploma RD
estimates across local labour markets, or across demographic groups. Solving
for the DIV in equilibrium and exploring how it varies with model parameters,
I show that the answer is “not necessarily.” A larger productive effect of know-
ledge or a faster speed of employer learning—both of which move the model
closer to human capital theory—can cause the DIV to rise, reflecting increased
productivity dispersion due to stronger incentives to acquire knowledge.

The DIV also turns out to be uninformative about the direction in which
students’ knowledge acquisition deviates from the socially optimal level. As
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acquired knowledge is only gradually revealed to the market, its returns accrue
to students only partially (holding diploma status constant), leading to under-
investment. The signalling function of the diploma on the other hand tends
to induce over-investment as it provides an incentive to acquire knowledge
even if knowledge is not productive. The direction of inefficiency depends on
the relative strengths of these two forces—under-investment is more likely if
knowledge is highly productive. Moreover, the relative strength varies with
talent. High- and low-talent students expect to score far above and below the
cut-off, so the signalling motive is weak and hence under-investment is more
likely. In contrast, medium-talent students expect to score close to the cut-off,
so they are more strongly affected by the signalling motive, which potentially
induces them to over-invest.

But in a different way, diploma RD designs can be highly informative
about the extent of information frictions and inefficiencies. The ratio of the
DIV to the cross-sectional diploma wage premium is increasing in the extent
of information frictions present in the labour market (decreasing in the speed
of employer learning). Moreover, it is bounded between zero and one, as the
DIV equals zero under full information and is equal to the cross-sectional
diploma wage premium if no information besides diploma status is conveyed
to employers. Further information about the speed of employer learning can
be obtained by comparing RD estimates for different levels of labour market
experience (using panel data or a repeated cross-section). Whatever the nature
of inefficiency, an increase in the speed of employer learning has the unam-
biguous effect of moving knowledge acquisition closer to efficiency across the
talent distribution. The speed of employer learning is thus more informative
about the distortions caused by information frictions than the DIV itself.

The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses related literature.
Section 3 presents the model, characterizes optimal knowledge acquisition and
a separating equilibrium, and offers discussions of efficiency and comparative
statics. Section 4 spells out the insights that can be gained from diploma
RD designs. Section 5 discusses implications for the interpretation of existing
literature, and collects alternative approaches to testing human capital versus
signalling.

2. Related literature
2.1. Theory
This paper is broadly related to the human capital and signalling theories of
education. In the most general version of my model, knowledge acquired in
school enhances workers’ productivity, and it will be rewarded in the labour
market directly through employer learning or indirectly via the diploma wage
premium. The two main differences relative to benchmark human capital
models (Becker 1964, Ben-Porath 1967) are that the choice in my model is
not about the length of schooling but about the amount of knowledge, and
that this choice is initially unobserved (though diploma status conveys some
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information about it). To avoid confusion, I refer to the result of studying in
my model as knowledge throughout, not human capital, although I sometimes
say that workers invest in knowledge.

As in the benchmark signalling model (Spence 1973), workers in my model
differ by pre-existing productive ability, which is not observed by employers,
and this ability is inversely related to study costs. In the benchmark model,
workers signal their ability by attending school for a length of time that
is observed by the market. In contrast, knowledge acquisition in my model
is initially unobserved. What is observed immediately, instead, is whether
students succeeded in acquiring a diploma; the diploma is the only signal of
ability in my model (prior to employer learning).

Polar cases of my model include the absence of information frictions—
complete learning about workers’ productivity at the hiring stage—and the
absence of employer learning at all times combined with the absence of a pro-
ductive role of education. The former is arguably very similar to standard hu-
man capital models. The latter is close to the pure signalling model in that the
only motive for exerting study effort and acquiring knowledge is to raise one’s
chances of obtaining a diploma, which signals one’s talent to the labour market.

A number of papers incorporate testing into models of education and
labour market entry. Costrell (1994) and Betts (1998) investigate whether an
egalitarian policy-maker prefers higher or lower educational standards than a
policy-maker only concerned with efficiency. Employers observe only diploma
status, not leisure preferences (Costrell 1994) or study ability (Betts 1998), so
there are only two possible wage levels. As diploma receipt is a deterministic
function of study time, students will study for the minimum time needed
to achieve their preferred diploma status, and the productivity distribution
will be discontinuous around the threshold. Therefore, these models are not
applicable to RD settings.4 ,5

4 Weiss (1983) models testing as part of an education and assumes that
employers observe both the length of schooling as well as diploma status, but
not productivity. In one version of the model, students differ by the probability
of passing the test, but cannot control this probability, and there is no running
variable as in an RD setting. Moreover, students differentiate themselves by
length of education, which is constant across individuals in the RD context. In
another version of the model, education affects both the passing probability and
productivity, while the passing probability is also directly affected by ability.
Weiss (1983) shows that in this case there is too little education relative to the
social optimum, as passing the test despite a short time spent in school signals
high ability. The equilibrium features a negative relationship between ability
and schooling. I instead assume that ability affects study costs, but not the
passing probability, which generates a positive relationship between ability and
knowledge acquisition.

5 Bishop (1997) and Bergbauer et al. (2018) investigate the relationship between
standardized testing and student achievement empirically.
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This paper is also related to the analysis of racial discrimination and
affirmative action of Coate and Loury (1993). In their model, an employer
updates her belief about a worker’s unobserved qualifications after observing
a continuous signal, and assigns the worker to the more demanding task if and
only if the signal exceeds a certain threshold. In equilibrium, employers’ prior
beliefs equal the actual fraction of workers choosing to become qualified, and
the equilibrium is self-fulfilling because workers’ choices to become qualified
depend on employers’ prior beliefs. This is similar to the feedback loop in my
model, where in equilibrium employers’ beliefs about workers’ productivity
conditional on diploma status must be consistent with workers’ knowledge
acquisition choices, which in turn depend on employers’ beliefs. A further
similarity is that workers have imperfect control over the signal.6

2.2. Related empirical literature
This paper speaks directly to the literature using regression discontinuity
designs to estimate the wage effects of a diploma or similar credentials. Here
I briefly describe the settings and findings of these studies. I discuss interpre-
tational issues in section 5.1.

Clark and Martorell (2014) use test score and graduation data on students
who took a last-chance high school exit exam in Texas and estimate a Tyler
et al. (2000) use differences across US states in passing standards for the
General Educational Development (GED) credential to compare individuals
with and without GED but both having obtained the same score. They find
substantial returns to the GED among whites but not for minorities. Although
they technically estimate a differences-in-differences specification, their source
of identification is essentially the same as in an RD design, as they compare
individuals with the same score. Accordingly, Jepsen et al. (2016) estimate the
earnings effects of the GED actually using an RD design. Unlike Tyler et al.
(2000), they find no evidence of positive earnings effects (they attribute this
difference to the phenomenon of endogenous repeating, which had previously
been overlooked).

A second set of papers deals with university graduation. Di Pietro (2017)
and Feng and Graetz (2017) use RD designs to estimate the causal effects of
degree class (a coarse measure of university performance) on early labour
market outcomes in the UK. Both papers find no effect on employment,
but Feng and Graetz (2017) estimate a positive effect on the probability of
working in a high-wage industry, as well as on (expected) industry wages and
earnings. Freier et al. (2015) estimate positive earnings effects of graduating
with honours for German law graduates. While their setting lends itself to

6 Coate and Loury (1993) focus on the possibility of multiple separating
equilibria, which implies that two groups may be treated differently despite
sharing the same underlying ability distribution. I do not investigate whether
there exist multiple separating equilibria in my model, though I do discuss the
existence of a pooling equilibrium.
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an RD design, they do not actually implement this due to lack of statistical
power. However, their differences-in-differences design closely mimics an RD
design. Khoo and Ost (2018) use an RD design to estimate the effects of Latin
honours in the US. They find positive effects on wages in the first two years
after graduating, but not in the third.7 ,8

The estimation of diploma or degree effects precedes the use of RD designs,
as evidenced by the large prior literature on “sheepskin effects.” Layard and
Psacharopoulos (1974) argue that if signalling is important, then graduation
should be a stronger indication of productive skills than mere attendance,
and diploma holders should receive higher wages than dropouts with the
same years of schooling. They do not find evidence of this in US data. How-
ever, subsequent literature has consistently documented substantial sheepskin
effects (see for instance Hungerford and Solon 1987, Jaeger and Page 1996).
Other authors have questioned whether sheepskin effects thus estimated can
speak to the debate about human capital versus signalling: the group of
dropouts may consist of both those who failed their course requirements
and those who have superior alternatives (Riley 1979); or it could be that
individuals face uncertainty about their returns to schooling, but partially
resolve this uncertainty while in school, leading low-return individuals to drop
out (Lange and Topel 2006). These concerns about selection unobserved to
the econometrician can be addressed by RD designs, though I argue that some
interpretational issues have remained unresolved.

Given that diploma RD designs can detect deviations of employers’ beliefs
from workers’ true productivity, there is a close connection of my paper with
the employer learning literature.9 A key insight in that literature is that under
employer learning, observable variables should lose predictive power for wages
over time, while initially unobserved (by the employer) variables should gain.
In the context of a diploma RD design, it is often natural to treat the test
score (the running variable) as initially unobserved, while diploma receipt is

7 Mazrekaj and Kabus (2019) focus on the high school exit exam in the
Netherlands and estimate a zero diploma wage effect in the short run. They also
estimate a strong positive effect on post-secondary enrolment. When
conditioning on not enrolling, they find positive wage effects. If the diploma has
a substantial effect on selection into employment, then its earnings effects are
more difficult to interpret. Most of the studies cited in the text do not find such
selection effects, and I abstract from this issue throughout the paper.

8 A further concern with the interpretation of diploma RD designs is the
possibility that employers observe the underlying running variable. In that case,
a positive diploma effect indicates limits on employers’ ability to process
information. I abstract from this complication and assume throughout that
employers cannot see the running variable.

9 See for instance Farber and Gibbons (1996), Altonji and Pierret (2001),
Gibbons et al. (2005), Lange (2007), Arcidiacono et al. (2010) and Fredriksson
et al. (2018).
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observed at all times. Both the RD estimate and the slope of the running
variable, if estimated at different times since graduation, are thus informative
about employer learning, in a way that my theoretical model makes precise.

Finally, this paper is related to the work by Aryal et al. (2019), who
explore what instrumental variables (IV) estimates of the return to schooling
are capable of identifying under employer learning. They show that if the
instrument is hidden from employers, then in the short run the IV design
estimates the private return, while for highly experienced workers—whose
ability has been revealed to the market—it estimates the social return, with
the difference between the two being the signalling value of schooling. This
result applies to the RD context as the instrument (scoring above the cut-off)
is hidden. As discussed above, the social return to a diploma is zero, and this
is thus the value of the long-run RD estimate under employer learning; at the
same time, the short-run RD estimate should be interpreted broadly as the
effect of the diploma on employers’ beliefs, which could reflect a large pro-
ductive component of study effort. The years-of-schooling IV design generates
exogenous variation in a variable that is (potentially) educational investment
and signal at the same time, whereas the diploma RD design only exogenously
varies the “signal” (diploma status) while the educational investment remains
unobserved.

3. A model of diplomas and labour market careers
3.1. Model set-up
I begin with an informal overview. The model economy is populated by
large numbers of risk-neutral workers and employers. Time is discrete and
agents have infinite lives. In period t = 0, all workers study at school. At
the end of their studies they take a test, and if they score above a known
threshold, they receive a diploma. Workers can influence their test score
through knowledge acquisition but cannot manipulate the score precisely.
Workers differ by innate and time-invariant talent, which determines the cost
of acquiring knowledge. Productivity is an increasing function of acquired
knowledge, or of innate talent, or of both. After graduation, workers offer
their labour on a perfectly competitive labour market and are paid their
expected marginal product in each period t∈{1, 2,…}. Employers initially do
not know workers’ productivity. However, at the end of each period—including
the period of study prior to labour market entry—a worker’s productivity is
revealed to the market with some probability, which is constant across workers
but may vary over time. I thus allow for a simple, reduced-form version of
employer learning.10 Once productivity has been revealed, it remains common

10 In the employer learning literature, it is commonly assumed that employers
update their beliefs about workers’ productivity after observing how much
output they produce. Employers thus solve a signal extraction problem, and the
speed of learning in such a setting depends positively on the relevant
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knowledge forever after. Workers whose productivity has not been revealed
can be distinguished only by their diploma status, which is always publicly
known.

I now turn to the detailed, formal exposition of the model, starting with
test score production and diploma receipt. Worker i’s test score zi is the sum
of her knowledge ki ≥ 0 and a noise term ui, which is revealed only after
knowledge has been acquired:

zi =ki +ui. (1)

The assumption that workers cannot perfectly set their test score is realistic,
but it is also needed for the validity of an RD design that uses data generated
from this model.

Workers incur a cost when studying, in wage units, of θ−1
i c(ki), where

θi denotes innate talent. More-talented individuals thus face a lower cost of
knowledge acquisition for a given level of knowledge. I assume that talent
is distributed over bounded support. The cost function may be assumed to
be a quadratic with its minimum at the origin, but my results hold under
more general assumptions. The noise term could be assumed to be mean-
zero normally distributed (independently of talent), but again, more general
assumptions are possible. In particular,
Assumption 1

(a) The noise term ui is drawn independently of innate talent θi, as well as
independently and identically across individuals, from a distribution with
the properties:
• supported on the entire real line, zero mean, symmetry, cumulative

distribution function Fu is three times differentiable with derivatives
denoted by fu, f ′

u, f ′′
u ,

• single pair of inflection points: ∃x̃ > 0 such that f ′′
u (−x̃) = f ′′

u (x̃) = 0,
f ′′

u (x)<0 ∀x∈ (−x̃, x̃), f ′′
u (x)>0 ∀x �∈ [−x̃, x̃].

(b) Talent θi is strictly positive and continuously distributed over bounded
support according to the cumulative distribution function Fθ: dFθ(x)/dx≡
fθ(x)>0⇔x∈ [

θ, θ
]
, where 0<θ <θ <∞.

(c) The cost function c(k) has the properties

c(0)=0, c′(0)=0, c(k), c′(k)>0∀k >0,

lim
k→∞

c′(k)=∞, c′′(k)>0∀k ≥0.

signal-to-noise ratio (Lange 2007). Despite its simplicity, my model reproduces
the features found in the more conventional learning models: wage dispersion
increases over time and the explanatory power of observed (initially
unobserved) characteristics, such as diplomas (ability), for wages decreases
(increases) over time. The only reason I assume the simpler probabilistic
learning structure is to ensure a tractable characterization of equilibrium.
See the discussion in section 4.2.
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Diploma status is indicated by di. Receipt of the diploma requires that the
test score be equal to or greater than a known cut-off z̃,

di =1{zi ≥ z̃}. (2)

The cut-off is subject to the following assumption.
Assumption 2. z̃ ≤ x̃, where x̃ marks the inflection points introduced in
assumption 1.

As will become clear, assumptions 1 and 2 together are sufficient to ensure
that the problem of optimally choosing ki is well behaved. Assumption 1 serves
tractability and arguably does not have substantive implications. Assump-
tion 2 implies that the probability of receiving the diploma in the absence of
any knowledge acquisition is bounded from below, and away from zero.11 This
assumption could be relaxed, but unfortunately there is no concise statement
on how to do so, as I discuss further below.

Turning to the production side of the model, let pi denote the amount of
output produced by worker i. Productivity is a function of knowledge and
innate talent as follows:

pi =αkki +αθθi, αk, αθ ≥0. (3)

At the end of each period, a worker’s productivity is revealed to employers—
and remains public knowledge forever after—with probability λt. Employer
learning prior to production, parameterized by λ0, may occur during the
recruitment process. After hiring a worker, employers may learn by observing
her output, a standard assumption in the literature. Diploma status is always
known by all firms. I assume throughout that revelation of ability occurs
independently of diploma status.

If a worker’s ability has been revealed, she is paid a wage equal to her
marginal product, wi =pi. Otherwise, she receives a wage equal to her expected
marginal product given her diploma status, wi = w0(1 − di) + w1di, where
wd ≡ E[pi|di = d], d ∈ {0, 1}. The values of w0 and w1 are to be determined
in equilibrium, but are taken as given by workers. The diploma wage gap, or
diploma wage premium, is defined as Δ≡w1 −w0. It reflects the difference in
employers’ beliefs about workers’ productivities across diploma statuses.

As a final piece of notation, let β be the discount factor common to all
workers.

3.2. Optimal knowledge acquisition
I start the analysis of the model by characterizing workers’ optimal knowl-
edge choices. The lifetime utility of a risk-neutral worker equals the expected

11 The probability of receiving the diploma is P(di = 1|ki) = 1 − Fu(z̃ − ki) =
Fu(ki − z̃), where the equality is due to symmetry. By assumptions 1 and 2 we
have P(di = 1|ki = 0) ≥ Fu(−x̃). If for instance ui is normally distributed with
zero mean and standard deviation σ, then x̃ = σ and Fu(−x̃) ≈ 0.16.
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present discounted value of wages minus the cost of knowledge acquisition.
There are two sources of uncertainty: whether a diploma is acquired and
whether the market has learned a worker’s true productivity. The probability
of receiving a diploma is P(di = 1|ki) = 1 − Fu(z̃ − ki) = Fu(ki − z̃), where the
second equality follows from symmetry of the distribution. The probability
that a worker’s productivity has been revealed by the start of period t—the
cumulative learning rate—is Λt ≡ 1 − Πt−1

s=0(1 − λs). Thus, a worker’s lifetime
utility is

Ui =Ωp [αkki +αθθi]
+Ωd [Fu(ki − z̃)w1 +(1−Fu(ki − z̃))w0]
−θ−1

i c(ki),
(4)

where Ωp ≡ ∑∞
t=1 βtΛt and Ωd ≡ ∑∞

t=1 βt(1 − Λt) = β/(1 − β) − Ωp are utility
weights on the “productivity observed” (p) and “diploma only” (d) wage-
setting scenarios. The weights depend critically on the rates of employer
learning λt: Ωp = 0 if and only if λt = 0 ∀t and so Λt = 0 ∀t (no learning ever
takes place) and Ωd =0 if and only if λ0 =1 and so Λt =1 ∀t (all workers’ ability
is revealed at the hiring stage); moreover, ∂Ωp

∂λt
>0 and ∂Ωd

∂λt
=−∂Ωp

∂λt
<0 ∀t.

The optimal level of knowledge is found by maximizing the right-hand
side of equation (4). The first-order necessary condition (FOC) for an interior
solution equates marginal benefit to marginal cost,

Ωpαk +ΩdΔfu(ki − z̃)︸ ︷︷ ︸
marginal benefit

= θ−1
i c′(ki)︸ ︷︷ ︸

marginal cost

, (5)

and the second-order sufficient condition (SOC) ensuring a local maximum is

ΩdΔf ′
u(ki − z̃)−θ−1

i c′′(ki)<0. (6)

Equation (5) shows that the marginal benefit of knowledge acquisition has
two components, one due to the direct productive effect of knowledge, and one
due to the diploma wage premium. The former is conditional on knowledge
being observed by the market with some positive probability, and the latter
is conditional on knowledge affecting the probability of obtaining the diploma
(as well as on employer learning not being instantaneous). Workers will not
acquire knowledge if neither component is positive, which happens when there
is no productive effect of knowledge (or no learning, or both) and at the same
time the diploma wage premium is zero. This result matters for the existence
of a pooling equilibrium, as discussed in section 3.3.

In contrast, if at least one of the components is strictly positive, all workers
will acquire some knowledge; those with greater talent will acquire more,
and knowledge increases in its rewards (the productive effect of knowledge if
there is learning, and the diploma wage gap). An increase in the cut-off re-
quired for diploma receipt will push high-talent(low-talent) workers to acquire
more (less) knowledge, thus increasing inequality. A lessening of information
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frictions—an increase in the learning rates—has ambiguous effects, which are
closely linked to efficiency aspects, as I discuss in section 3.4.

The following lemma formalizes these insights.
Lemma 1. Suppose that assumptions 1 and 2 are satisfied and that Δ≥0:

(a) The FOC (5) has a unique solution kÅ
i , and the SOC (6) is satisfied at

ki =kÅ
i .

(b) If Ωpαk =Δ=0, then k
Å
i =0 ∀θi ∈ [

θ, θ
]
.

(c) If Ωpαk >0 or Δ>0 (or both), then there exists a function κ :
[
θ, θ

]→ [κ, κ]
with κ′ >0, 0<κ<κ<∞, such that kÅ

i =κ(θi). Moreover,

∂kÅ
i

∂Δ >0⇔Ωd >0,

∂kÅ
i

∂αk
>0⇔Ωp >0,

∂kÅ
i

∂z̃
�0⇔P(di =1|kÅ

i )� 1
2 ,

∂kÅ
i

∂λt
�0⇔Δfu(kÅ

i − z̃)−αk �0 ∀t.

Proof. I first establish that a solution to the FOC (5) exists. If Ωpαk =Δ=0
marginal benefit is always zero, so the solution is kÅ

i =0. If Ωpαk >0 or Δ>0
(or both), then marginal benefit is strictly positive and bounded, whereas
marginal cost is zero at ki = 0 and then increases without bound so that a
solution involving strictly positive knowledge exists.

Second, I establish that the solution to the FOC (5) is unique and sat-
isfies the SOC (6). This is immediate for Ωpαk = Δ = 0. For the remaining
cases, some additional notation is useful. Let mb(ki) ≡ Ωpαk + Ωdfu(ki − z̃)Δ
and mc(ki) ≡ θ−1

i c′(ki) denote marginal benefit and marginal cost, as well
as their derivatives mb′(ki) ≡ ΩdΔf ′

u(ki − z̃) and mc′(ki) ≡ θ−1
i c′′(ki), respec-

tively. Then the FOC becomes mb(ki) = mc(ki) and the SOC says mb′(ki) <
mc′(ki). Observe that assumptions 1 and 2 ensure that f ′

u(ki − z̃), and hence
mb′(ki), is maximized at ki = 0 and then strictly decreasing until ki = z̃ + x̃
(beyond which it remains negative), and recall that mc′(ki) is minimized
at ki = 0 and strictly increasing by assumption 1. Hence, if a solution to
the FOC exists, it must be unique, strictly positive, and finite, and it must
satisfy the SOC mb′(ki)<mc′(ki) (marginal cost crosses marginal benefit from
below).

At this point, I have proved parts (a) and (b) and have established that
kÅ

i ∈ (0, ∞) unless Ωpαk = Δ = 0. To prove existence and properties of the
function κ, it remains to show that k

Å
i is strictly increasing in θi. Comparative

statics, with respect to θi and other parameters, are easily verified by implicitly
differentiating FOC (5) and imposing SOC (6):
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∂k
Å
i

∂θi
=

θ−2
i c′(kÅ

i )
mc′(kÅ

i )−mb′(kÅ
i )

>0⇔kÅ
i >0,

∂k
Å
i

∂Δ =
Ωdfu(kÅ

i − z̃)
mc′(kÅ

i )−mb′(kÅ
i )

>0⇔Ωd >0,

∂k
Å
i

∂αk
= Ωp

mc′(kÅ
i )−mb′(kÅ

i )
>0⇔Ωp >0,

∂k
Å
i

∂z̃
=− ΩdΔf ′

u(kÅ
i − z̃)

mc′(kÅ
i )−mb′(kÅ

i )
�0⇔kÅ

i − z̃ �0⇔P(di =1|kÅ
i )=Fu(kÅ

i − z̃)� 1
2 ,

∂k
Å
i

∂λt
=

αk −Δfu(kÅ
i − z̃)

mc′(kÅ
i )−mb′(kÅ

i )
∂Ωp

∂λt
�0⇔Δfu(kÅ

i − z̃)−αk �0 ∀t.

This completes the proof of part (c). �
The role of assumption 2 in the proof of lemma 1 is to guarantee that the

FOC (5) has a unique solution. If the cut-off z̃ is larger than allowed by the
assumption, it is possible that the FOC has multiple solutions, which then
need to be ranked in terms of utility. Figure A1 illustrates this graphically,
with detailed explanations given in the notes to the figure.

The analysis so far has taken the diploma wage gap Δ as given. In the next
subsection, I characterize Δ as an equilibrium quantity, and in section 3.5,
I discuss how the parameters of the model affect workers’ choices and Δ in
equilibrium.

3.3. A separating equilibrium in which diplomas have information value
I now analyze the equilibrium of the model, employing the concept of Bayesian
Nash equilibrium (BNE). In a BNE, workers set their knowledge level, and by
implication the probability of obtaining the diploma, to maximize expected
wages net of study costs, given the wage schedule offered by employers—as
characterized by lemma 1. In turn, employers’ beliefs about workers’ acquired
knowledge and talent, conditional on diploma status, are consistent with
workers’ actions. Perfect competition ensures that workers are paid their
expected marginal product. Thus, wages in a BNE are given by wi = E[pi|di]
if a worker’s ability has not yet been revealed to the market, and wi = pi

otherwise.
Let the CDF of optimal knowledge conditional on diploma status be de-

noted by F Δ
kÅ|d, and similarly for talent, F Δ

θ|d. Given that k
Å
i = κ(θi), the

two CDFs are related by F Δ
θ|d(x) = F Δ

kÅ|d(κ(x)). The superscript Δ indicates
that the CDFs depend on the diploma wage gap: for given talent, optimal
knowledge increases in Δ (lemma 1).

The diploma wage gap can now be written as

Δ =E[pi|di =1]−E[pi|di =0]
=αk

(
E[kÅ

i |di =1]−E[kÅ
i |di =0]

)
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+αθ (E[θi|di =1]−E[θi|di =0])

=αk

∫ κ

κ
xd

(
F Δ

kÅ|d=1(x)−F Δ
kÅ|d=0(x)

)
+αθ

∫ θ

θ
xd

(
F Δ

θ|d=1(x)−F Δ
θ|d=0(x)

)
.

(7)

Applying integration by parts, using the fact that knowledge and talent
have bounded support and the fact that conditioning on diploma status does
not affect the support of knowledge and talent (because the noise has un-
bounded support), I obtain

Δ =αk

∫ κ

κ

(
F Δ

kÅ|d=0(x)−F Δ
kÅ|d=1(x)

)
dx

+αθ

∫ θ

θ

(
F Δ

θ|d=0(x)−F Δ
θ|d=1(x)

)
dx

≡G(Δ).

(8)

If optimal knowledge is a function of talent, kÅ
i =κ(θi) as characterized above,

then the distributions of optimal knowledge and talent conditional on diploma
receipt first-order stochastically dominate their counterparts that are condi-
tional on not having received a diploma. In particular, F Δ

kÅ|d=1(x)<F Δ
kÅ|d=0(x)

∀x∈ (κ, κ), and F Δ
θ|d=1(x)<F Δ

θ|d=0(x) ∀x∈ (θ, θ). 12 This means that diploma
recipients have greater knowledge and talent on average than non-recipients,
and that the right-hand side of equation (8) is strictly positive.

Notice also that the integrals in equation (8) depend on the wage gap Δ
through the conditional cumulative distribution functions. Thus, existence of
a BNE depends on the existence of a value ΔÅ such that G(ΔÅ) = ΔÅ. The
following result obtains.

Proposition 1. Suppose that αkΩp >0. There exists a Bayesian Nash equilib-
rium (BNE) in which workers’ chosen knowledge level is a strictly increasing
function of innate talent. In each period, workers whose productivity has been
revealed receive a wage equal to pi. Among workers whose productivity has not
been revealed, those with diploma receive a wage w1 that is strictly higher than

12 To see this, note that

F Δ
kÅ|d=1(x) − F Δ

kÅ|d=0(x) = P(kÅ
i ≤ x|kÅ

i + ui ≥ z̃) − P(kÅ
i ≤ x|kÅ

i + ui < z̃)
= Eu

[
P(kÅ

i ≤ x|kÅ
i ≥ z̃ − ui, ui)

]
− Eu

[
P(kÅ

i ≤ x|kÅ
i < z̃ − ui, ui)

]
and observe that P(kÅ

i ≤ x|kÅ
i ≥ z̃ − ui, ui) < P(kÅ

i ≤ x|kÅ
i < z̃ − ui, ui) ∀x ∈ (κ, κ). A

similar argument establishes the result for the conditional talent distributions,
given that θi = κ−1(kÅ

i ).
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the wage earned by those without a diploma, w0. There exists no BNE that
features w1 ≤w0.

Proof. If αkΩp > 0, then workers’ optimal knowledge is a strictly increasing
function of talent kÅ

i = κ(θi) as implied and characterized by lemma 1. This
means that G(Δ) > 0 ∀Δ ≥ 0, as established above. Also, G(Δ) is bounded,
since it consists of CDFs that are integrated over finite support. Therefore,
G(Δ) has a fixed point ΔÅ ∈ (0, ∞) such that G(ΔÅ) = ΔÅ, in other words,
equation (8) has a strictly positive, finite solution.

In contrast, Δ=0 cannot obtain in a BNE if αkΩp >0, since G(0)>0. Simi-
larly, Δ<0 cannot feature in a BNE: if Δ<0, there is a range of values of αkΩp

that implies a negative marginal benefit so that all workers choose kÅ
i =0 and

G(0)=0, and thus equation (8) cannot hold; for sufficiently large αkΩp, some
(the most talented) or all workers choose positive knowledge and, among those
who do, knowledge is strictly increasing in talent (the comparative statics from
lemma 1 still apply) so that G(0)>0, and again, equation (8) cannot hold. �

The proposition is silent on the more complicated case of αkΩp =0: either
there is no learning or knowledge has no productive value, or both. In this case,
a pooling equilibrium exists in which the diploma wage gap is zero, and all
workers optimally choose not to acquire knowledge.13 Numerical simulations
suggest that a separating equilibrium can exist even if αkΩp = 0, but an
analytical proof remains elusive.14 However, note that proposition 1 requires
only that αkΩp exceed zero, but not by how much. Any productive effect of
education, however tiny, and any positive rate of employer learning, however
slow, will rule out the existence of a pooling equilibrium.15

3.4. Efficiency of knowledge acquisition in a separating equilibrium
Here I discuss whether knowledge acquisition in a separating equilibrium
is efficient. The efficient, or first-best, level of knowledge is determined by

13 This is apparent from the FOC (5). If education has a productive effect but
there is no learning, workers have no incentive to acquire knowledge if also
diploma wage differences are zero, meaning the market does not reward
knowledge. If there is learning but education has no productive effect, then the
learning will be about prior ability, and knowledge acquisition affects only the
probability of gaining a diploma—again, if diploma wage differences are zero,
workers will optimally choose not to acquire knowledge. When this is the case,
G(0) = 0.

14 When αkΩp = 0, G(0) = 0. One would need to show that G′(0) > 1 is possible
under certain parameter configurations. This would ensure that G(Δ) has a
fixed point other than the origin.

15 Proposition 1 does not address uniqueness, only existence of a separating
equilibrium. In the numerical simulations presented in section 3.5, the separating
equilibrium found by the computer appeared to be unique in each case.
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equating the social marginal benefit of knowledge acquisition to its marginal
cost, which, unlike marginal benefit, is always the same to the individual
worker as to society. Rewriting the first-order condition (5) as

β

1−β
αk︸ ︷︷ ︸

social marginal benefit

+ Ωd

{
Δfu(kÅ

i − z̃)−αk

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

wedge

= θ−1
i c′(kÅ

i )︸ ︷︷ ︸
marginal cost

, (9)

it is clear that workers will in general deviate from the efficient knowledge
level, as there is a wedge between the social marginal benefit and the marginal
cost of acquiring knowledge. Of course, a sufficient condition for the wedge to
disappear is the case of full information, λ0 =1 implying Ωd =0.

The sign of the wedge is generally ambiguous. A negligible productive
effect of knowledge—a value of αk close to zero—implies a positive wedge
and inefficiently high knowledge acquisition, while the opposite may hold if
αk is large. The sign of the wedge could also vary by ability. High-talent
individuals require a large kÅ

i to satisfy (5) so that fu(kÅ
i − z̃) → 0. Their

optimal knowledge choice is thus determined mainly by the part of marginal
benefit that is due to the productive benefit of knowledge. However, since the
market only gradually learns about workers’ productivity, this benefit accrues
to workers only partially, leading to under-investment. In contrast, among
workers who choose kÅ

i ≈ z̃—typically medium-talent ones—the diploma wage
premium exerts much greater influence, as fu(x) is maximized at x=0. These
workers thus act on a signalling motive to a greater extent, making them
prone to over-investing in knowledge.16

Now recall lemma 1, which states that an increase in learning rates—a less-
ening of information frictions—has ambiguous effects on knowledge choices.
In fact, what determines the sign of this effect is precisely the sign of the
wedge: workers who over-invest choose a lower level of knowledge when learn-
ing rates increase, while workers who under-invest increase their knowledge.
Thus, a lessening of information frictions moves the distribution of knowledge
investments closer to the efficient one.

3.5. Equilibrium comparative statics
Next I use numerical simulations to illustrate some equilibrium comparative
statics. I explore how the relationship between talent and knowledge acquisi-
tion is affected by changes in various model parameters, taking into account
both direct effects as well as indirect effects through changes in the equilibrium
diploma wage gap. The behaviour of the diploma wage gap itself, which in
general cannot be characterized analytically, is also a focus of this subsection.

I assume throughout that there is no learning during the recruitment
process, λ0 = 0, and that the learning rate is constant thereafter, λt = λ for
all t > 0. The comparative statics exercises vary this constant learning rate
λ, as well as the importance of knowledge and ability for productivity as

16 To be sure, it is possible that the wedge has the same sign at all levels of talent.
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parameterized by αk and αθ. The results are shown in figures 1 and 2. In
both figures, panel (a) fixes the productive effect of knowledge and varies the
productive effect of talent, while panel (b) does the opposite. All parameter
values are specified in the notes to the figures.

The case of no learning is illustrated by figure 1. Although in this case a
pooling equilibrium does exist, I focus on the separating equilibrium throughout.
Panel (a) contains two main insights. First, a greater importance of talent for
productivity, as captured by αθ, leads to higher knowledge acquisition at all
positive levels of talent. As αθ does not enter the FOC (5) directly, this effect
is entirely indirect through a higher diploma wage gap (whose values are given in
the notes to the figure). Second, a very low αθ implies that knowledge acquisition
is inefficiently low for all types, while higher levels lead to over-acquisition in the
middle of the talent distribution, with under-acquisition still prevailing at the
extremes. Panel (b) shows that, in the absence of learning, all talent levels are
associated with inefficiently high knowledge acquisition when knowledge has a
negligible impact on productivity (left subpanel) and that, when knowledge has
a greater productive role, knowledge acquisition is higher mainly for low and
intermediate talent levels—as there is no learning; this is again a purely indirect
effect working through a greater diploma wage gap (right subpanel).

Suppose instead that there is learning after hiring, λ = 0.5, a case that
is illustrated by figure 2. Panel (a) shows that knowledge acquisition is less
responsive to varying the importance of talent for productivity αθ, while panel
(b) in contrast demonstrates that knowledge acquisition is much more respon-
sive to varying the productive role of knowledge αk, than in the case of no
learning shown in figure 1. Both observations are accounted for by the presence
of αk in the FOC (5), which diminishes the relative importance of the indirect
impact that αθ has through the diploma wage gap. Moreover, knowledge
acquisition is closer to efficiency for all talent levels. For instance, a comparison
of panel (a) in figure 2 to panel (a) in figure 1 shows that learning aligns all
curves closer to the line marking the efficient knowledge level; the extent of
both over- and under-acquisition is less than it is in the case of no learning.

Finally, observe how the diploma wage premium changes with the produc-
tion function parameters and the learning rates (see the notes to figures 1
and 2). First, the wage gap increases as either knowledge or talent have a greater
effect on productivity. Employers’ beliefs thus incorporate the increased disper-
sion in underlying productive abilities. Second, the wage premium rises as learn-
ing rates increase. This is because a lessening of information frictions implies
greater incentives to acquire knowledge, especially for high-talent workers.

4. Interpreting diploma wage effects estimated by regression
discontinuity designs

In this section, I discuss the interpretation of diploma wage effects estimated
by RD designs. I first explore the case in which the data are generated by my
theoretical model. I discuss more general insights in section 4.2.
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4.1. A regression discontinuity design using data from the theoretical
model

Let Lit indicate whether the market has learned worker i’s productivity by
the start of period t so that E[Lit]=Λt. We can then write the worker’s wage
as wit = Litpi + (1 − Lit)[diw1 + (1 − di)w0] and the expectation of worker i’s
wage at time t, conditional on diploma status, as

E[wit|di]=ΛtE[pi|di]+ (1−Λt)wd. (10)

It follows from equation (10) that an unconditional mean comparison of wages
by diploma status will always recover the difference in average productivity
between those with and without diploma, regardless of the speed of employer
learning and labour market experience, E[wit|di = 1] − E[wit|di = 0] = ΛtΔ +
(1 − Λt)Δ = Δ. When it comes to the raw diploma wage premium, employer
learning simply validates employers’ beliefs.

In contrast, consider the comparison of mean wages by diploma status
conditional on productivity pi:

E[wit|di =1, pi]−E[wit|di =0, pi]= (1−Λt)Δ. (11)

I call (1 − Λt)Δ the diploma information value (DIV). It is the effect of
the diploma on wages holding productivity constant. The DIV is distinct
from the diploma wage premium Δ in that it also contains a term that
depends inversely on the rate of employer learning. This term is a “mark-
down” on the diploma wage premium, as a higher rate of employer learning
implies a lower probability that workers will depend on the diploma to signal
their productivity. I use the label diploma information value for the quantity
(1 − Λt)Δ because it is this quantity that enters the worker’s first-order con-
dition (5), not Δ on its own.

The preceding observations lead to the following result.

Proposition 2. Suppose the data are generated by the theoretical model
described in section 3, and include test scores zi, diploma status di, and wages
wit in period t. Then we have that

(a) A regression of wages on a diploma indicator consistently estimates the
diploma wage premium Δ.

Now consider a regression discontinuity (RD) design where the running
variable is the test score zi, the treatment is diploma receipt as indicated
by di, and the assignment rule is given by equation (2). The RD design is
implemented by running the regression

wit = ζt +g0t(zi − z̃)+ τtdi +g1t(zi − z̃)+εit,

where standard procedures are used to specify the functions g0t (below the
cut-off) and g1t (above). Furthermore, consider the regression wit =ζdt +γdtzi +
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ηit separately for the diploma and non-diploma samples.17 We have that

(b) plimτ̂t =(1−Λt)Δ,

and for d∈{0, 1},

(c) plimγ̂dt = Λt

(
αk

Vard

(
ki

)
+Covd

(
ki, ui

)
Vard

(
ki +ui

) +αθ
Covd

(
ki, θi

)
+Covd

(
θi, ui

)
Vard

(
ki +ui

) )
.18

Proof. Part (a) was established in the discussion at the beginning of this
section. To prove part (b), note that the RD design consistently estimates
the causal effect of diploma receipt on wages, given by equation (11), pro-
vided that the distribution of productivity does not jump at the cut-off. A
sufficient condition is that workers cannot precisely manipulate their test
score (Lee and Lemieux 2010), which is satisfied thanks to the noise term
in equation (1).

Part (c) follows from the properties of bivariate regression coefficients and
covariances (noting that Lit is independent of pi and zi),

plimγ̂dt = Covd(wit, zi)
Vard(zi)

= Covd(Litpi +(1−Lit)wd, zi)
Vard(zi)

= ΛtCovd(pi, zi)
Vard(zi)

,

where it remains only to substitute in equations (1) and (3). �
Proposition 2 has several implications. First, a positive estimate τ̂t > 0 is

direct evidence for information frictions, λs <1 ∀s≤ t, Δ>0: employers do not
observe productivity perfectly and rely, at least in part, on diploma status
when forming their beliefs, so the wages of otherwise identical workers can
differ by diploma status.

Second, the ratio of the RD estimate to the estimated diploma wage gap
identifies the cumulative learning rate Λt (and data on adjacent periods allow
for identification of the instantaneous learning rate λt).

Third, under employer learning, the RD estimate declines with labour mar-
ket experience, the slope on the running variable increases, but the uncondi-
tional diploma wage premium stays constant. This is an instance of the insight
of Altonji and Pierret (2001) that initially unobserved (by the employer) cor-
relates of productivity (in their case, IQ scores) should increase in importance
over time in explaining wages, while the opposite is true for easily observed
correlates (in their case, years of schooling)—provided these correlates are
entered jointly in a regression. If, on the other hand, the regression includes

17 Of course, this regression will be run as part of the RD design if g0t and g1t are
specified to be linear.

18 The subscript d indicates that variances and covariances are conditioned on
diploma status, as in Vard(X) = E[(X − E[X|d])2|d].
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only initially observed correlates, then their coefficients should stay constant
over time, as in the case of years of schooling in Farber and Gibbons (1996).

Fourth and last, the proposition suggests several over-identification tests. For
instance, a time-varying diploma wage premium would be evidence against the
model, and the cumulative learning rates can be recovered in at least two ways,
namely from a comparison of diploma wage premium and RD estimate in the
cross-section and using time variation in the RD estimates and slope coefficients.

Unfortunately, the RD design will not be informative about the production
function parameters αk, αθ other than establishing that one of them must be
strictly positive if the RD estimate is positive. Moreover, given the results in
section 3, a positive diploma information value does not imply that knowledge
acquisition is inefficiently high. A positive RD estimate simply establishes the
presence of information frictions. If, in contrast, a diploma RD design yields a
precisely estimated zero RD coefficient while at the same time the coefficients
on the running variable are clearly positive (as in Clark and Martorell 2014),
then one cannot reject the possibility that information frictions are negligible
and that knowledge acquisition is socially optimal.19

It is also worth noting that the magnitude of an RD estimate on its
own does not speak to the extent of information frictions. For instance, an
increase in post-hiring learning rates may lead to a larger diploma wage
premium, a higher DIV among labour market entrants, and a lower DIV
among experienced workers. In fact, this case is illustrated by the examples
discussed in section 3.5. It is the comparison of RD estimates and raw diploma
wage gaps, as well as between RD estimates (and slope coefficients) across
different horizons that is informative about the extent of information frictions,
not a single RD estimate on its own.

4.2. General insights about the interpretation of diploma RD estimates
To what extent do the insights contained in proposition 2 generalize beyond
the specific theoretical model that I have presented? The proof of the propo-
sition does not rely on the assumption of optimizing behaviour nor on any
particular characterization of equilibrium. The derived expressions for the
probability limits of RD estimate and slope coefficients merely depend on my
assumptions about test score formation, the production function and employer
learning. I discuss the implications of relaxing these assumptions in turn.

19 Alternatively, employers might know the assignment rule and observe the test
score, though not workers’ knowledge and talent directly. In this scenario,
employers infer productivity from the test score, but since the weight they put
on this signal is less than one, workers will under-invest in knowledge. Whether
employers observe the running variable can often be determined by investigating
the institutional setting. Yet another alternative consistent with a zero RD
estimate is that a pooling equilibrium prevails, implying the complete absence
of employer learning. This would require the slope coefficients to be zero as well.
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The specification for test score formation, equation (1), contains a nor-
malization and two substantive assumptions. The normalization is that the
coefficient on knowledge equals one, which is innocuous given that units are
arbitrary. The first substantive assumption is the additivity of the noise term,
which serves tractability. The second substantive assumption is that talent
does not affect the test score directly, only indirectly through its effect on
the knowledge acquisition cost. Allowing for a direct effect of talent could
lead to a non-monotonic relationship between talent and knowledge acqui-
sition, which would greatly complicate the characterization of equilibrium.
But recall that proposition 2 does not depend on the properties of equilib-
rium.

The purpose for the production function, equation (3), to be separable in
knowledge and talent is to allow for cases where either knowledge or talent are
completely unproductive. I assumed linearity only to avoid an unnecessarily
complicated exposition. But proposition 2 holds even in the general case
pi = p(ki, θi), except that Covd(pi, zi) cannot be further expanded.20 The
important (non-restrictive) assumption is that both knowledge and talent
can have a productive role. If so, then a diploma RD design cannot help
to separately identify their roles, irrespective of the precise characteristics of
the production function.

Finally, my specification of employer learning is clearly stylized. Consider
instead the conventional model where output has a stochastic component
and the market gradually learns about workers’ productivity by observing
their output in each period (for instance, Lange 2007). Applying this richer
model to the case of diplomas, a worker’s wage equals a weighted average
of her output history and her diploma status (zero or one). The weight
on the diploma indicator depends negatively on labour market experience
(and negatively on the signal-to-noise ratio in the production process). In
the probability limit, the RD estimate equals the product of this weight and
the diploma wage premium. Thus, all the qualitative results of proposition 2
carry over to this richer setting. The only reason for using the simpler prob-
abilistic learning structure was to facilitate the characterization of equilib-
rium.

I also note that the conventional alternative employer learning model
would retain an important limiting result: after sufficient time in the labour
market, a worker’s productivity has been fully revealed to employers (in my
model, limt→∞ Λt = 1). Thus, the DIV is essentially zero. This echoes Aryal
et al. (2019), who show that the instrumental variables estimate of the causal
effect of schooling among experienced workers estimates the social return to
schooling. The RD estimate for experienced workers similarly estimates the
social return to a diploma, and as noted above, this return is zero. The time it

20 Proposition 1 would also hold under pi = p(ki, θi), provided knowledge continues
to be an increasing function of talent.
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takes for the RD estimate to reach zero is indicative of the speed of employer
learning.21 ,22

Thus, the insights obtained from the specific theoretical model (section 4.1)
can be generalized as follows.

Insight 1. In a diploma regression discontinuity design, testing the
null hypothesis H0 : τt = 0 against the alternative H1 : τt > 0 is equivalent to
testing

H0 : Wages t years after obtaining the diploma are determined under full
information.
against

H1 : Wages t years after obtaining the diploma are determined under imperfect

21 An important caveat applies to my setting just as it applies to the employer
learning literature in general. Namely, past wages may affect skill accumulation,
due to liquidity constraints or because employers’ training choices are based on
the same information as their wage setting (Kahn and Lange 2014). Thus,
workers just above the cut-off accumulate skills at a faster rate than workers
just below, at least temporarily. With employer learning, the differences in
investment rates disappear over time, and if skills depreciate sufficiently fast, so
do the productivity differences. The time it takes for RD estimates to become
zero (or to stabilize around some positive value, if depreciation is relatively
slow) is then an upper bound to the time it would take for expectation errors to
disappear in the absence of differential skill accumulation.

22 The limiting result can be formally explored in more general terms using the
concept of expectation errors. Let pit denote productivity, which may now be
time-varying. Wages equal the expected value of productivity according to
employers’ beliefs, wit = Êt[pit], which can differ from pit. Thus, the expectation
error about individual i is defined as eit ≡ Êt[pit] − pit. Let average expectation
errors, conditioned on diploma status, be defined as e1t ≡ Êt[pit|di = 1] −
E[pit|di = 1] and e0t ≡ Êt[pit|di = 0] − E[pit|di = 0], respectively. The probability
limit of the RD coefficient can now be expressed as

τt = Êt[pit|di = 1] − Êt[pit|di = 0],

which equals the difference in average expectation errors for workers close to
the threshold (indicated by “local”),

τt =
{

Êt[pit|di = 1] − E[pit|di = 1, local]
}

−
{

Êt[pit|di = 0] − E[pit|di = 0, local]
}

≡ elocal
1t − elocal

0t

since E[pit|di = 0, local] = E[pit|di = 1, local]. If the market has learned workers’
productivity, then elocal

0t = elocal
1t = 0 and so τt = 0. The converse (if τt = 0 then

elocal
0t = elocal

1t = 0) may fail to hold for the reason mentioned in footnote 21.
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information, and the diploma conveys information about workers’ produc-
tivity (its information value is positive).

Insight 2. The smaller is the diploma RD estimate relative to the cross-
sectional diploma wage premium, and the faster the RD estimates (slope co-
efficients) decrease (increase) with labour market experience (assuming access
to panel data or repeated cross-sections), the greater is the speed of employer
learning.

Another way of phrasing insight 1 is that a positive RD estimate means
rejecting the pure human capital model in which information frictions do
not exist. But, in light of the above discussion, this is not the same as
rejecting a productive role of education. Note also that a zero RD estimate is
consistent with the statement “there are information frictions, but the diploma
in question does not help overcome them” (for instance because diploma
receipt is very costly to verify—see the discussion in section 5.1).

The two insights apply more broadly to any setting in which credentials are
(quasi-)randomly assigned, and where the assignment mechanism is hidden
from employers. This includes RD designs, on which I have focused here
because they are arguably the most common such research design, but also
differences-in-differences approaches such as that of Tyler et al. (2000) and
audit studies that randomize credentials across fictitious resumes (Piopiunik
et al. 2020).

5. Discussion
5.1. Implications for the interpretation of existing empirical evidence
A growing literature—reviewed in section 2.2—uses RD designs to estimate
the effect of a diploma or similar credentials on wages. The goal of this paper
is to inform the interpretation of such estimates using a theoretical model.
Here I discuss which of the insights from my theoretical analysis have been
noted in the literature and which insights appear to be new.

It is generally noted that a positive RD estimate is evidence for information
frictions, and in this sense my result that the diploma RD design estimates
the DIV is not new.23 Many authors then take such evidence as informing
the debate about human capital versus signalling.24 This view is consistent

23 For instance, Clark and Martorell (2014, p. 306) write that “diploma signalling
values will be positive if: (i) the diploma contains information about relevant
productivity differences, (ii) diploma receipt can be observed and verified and
(iii) firms cannot obtain this productivity information from other sources.”

24 Tyler et al. (2000) motivate their paper by stating that “[it] has proved
difficult...to distinguish between human capital and signaling explanations of
the observed relationship between education and earnings” (p. 431) and that
“[i]deal data for identifying the returns to a signal would contain exogenous
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with my analysis as long as positive RD estimates are simply interpreted
as evidence for information frictions, which are a pre-condition for signalling
to play a role in education and which contradict pure (that is, frictionless)
human capital theories. But my analysis has shown that it would be wrong
to interpret such estimates as evidence against a productive role of education
and as evidence for educational investments to be wasteful.

Lacking a theoretical model, the prior literature has not been able to ana-
lyze how diploma wage premium and the DIV are determined in equilibrium.
To the best of my knowledge, there is no recognition of the fact that lesser
information frictions (faster employer learning) could lead to a higher premium
and DIV. The question of efficiency has also remained under-explored. As
I have shown, a positive DIV is consistent with three different scenarios:
all individuals over-invest, all individuals under-invest or some over-invest
while others under-invest in knowledge. This ambiguity has not been noted in
the diploma RD literature. The possibility that the premium and DIV could
reflect differences in both talent and acquired knowledge has, however, been
acknowledged by Feng and Graetz (2017) and Khoo and Ost (2018).

Finally, the connection of diploma RD designs with employer learning has
not been fully developed in the literature, but doing so promises additional
insights. While Clark and Martorell (2014) note the strong positive correlation
of earnings with the running variable (p. 297), they do not comment on
whether this correlation increases over time, although their figure 2 suggests
that it does. This would be consistent with the notion that employers obtain
productivity information independently of the diploma even about workers
with little experience, but that this information is partial and becomes more
accurate with experience.25 Recall part (b) of proposition 2, which states that
the RD estimate in the probability limit converges to (1− Λt)Δ. Evidence of
employer learning after labour market entry would rule out Λ1 = 1, so the
finding of a zero diploma information value at all horizons would require
Δ = 0, which contradicts the positive diploma wage premium found in the
cross-section. A possible explanation is that diploma receipt is costly to verify
(Clark and Martorell 2014, pp. 287 and 306). Prohibitively high verification
costs are equivalent to diploma receipt being unobserved by employers, a
possibility that I have not considered in my analysis.

variation in signaling status among individuals with similar levels of human
capital” (p. 432). Clark and Martorell (2014, p. 283) aim “to distinguish
between the human capital and signalling theories by estimating the signalling
value of a high school diploma.” Acemoglu and Autor (2009, p. 45) argue that
“the implications of unobserved heterogeneity and signalling are often similar”
and suggest that the best approach to determine whether signalling is
important is to use exogenous variation in credentials as in Tyler et al. (2000).

25 It would also be consistent with on-the-job training. Extending the sample to
gain variation in years of schooling would allow for the test of employer learning
proposed by tonji and Pierret (2001).
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Khoo and Ost (2018) estimate a positive wage effect of Latin honours in
the year after graduation, but a zero effect three years after. They do note
that this could reflect employer learning (p. 149), but do not comment on how
the slope of the running variable changes over time. Comparing their figures 1
and 5 gives the impression that the slope increases.

One may be reluctant to put much emphasis on the slope of the running
variable as it does not have a causal interpretation, unlike the RD estimate.
However, a positive correlation between wages and test scores could not arise
if employers were ignorant about workers’ productivity. As part (c) of proposi-
tion 2 makes precise, this correlation—especially how it changes over time—is
thus highly informative.
5.2. Alternative approaches to testing human capital versus signalling
One implication of the analysis in this paper is that diploma RD designs can
provide evidence for information frictions and indicate the speed of employer
learning, but cannot be used to directly assess the productive role of educa-
tional investments. I conclude by reviewing three alternative approaches to
testing for the relative importance of human capital and signalling.

One approach is to estimate the causal effect of schooling on productive
skills such as IQ. Carlsson et al. (2015) accomplish this by using exogenous
variation in the date on which Swedish men took cognitive tests for (com-
pulsory) military enlistment. They find that an extra 10 days in school raise
cognitive skills by 1% of a standard deviation, while extra non-school days
have almost no effect. This contradicts the pure signalling view of education.

A second approach is to deduce additional predictions from signalling
theory that are truly distinct from those of the human capital model. Bedard
(2001) develops a signalling model in which some high-ability individuals
face barriers to entering university. If university access is expanded, then
some of the previously constrained individuals enter. As the pool of high
school graduates decreases in average quality, and employers realize this, some
low-skill individuals no longer find high school worthwhile. The high school
dropout rate increases, a prediction that contradicts the pure human capital
model. Bedard (2001) does find suggestive evidence of this in US data. In
a similar spirit, Lang and Kropp (1986) argue that in a signalling model,
increases in the compulsory schooling age will shift the entire distribution
of schooling. They do find evidence of such a “ripple effect” in US data.
However, Lange and Topel (2006) suggest that increases in the compulsory
schooling age may reflect secular increases in the value of education, which
would produce the same patterns in the data. Using a cohort-based regression
discontinuity approach to analyze changes in compulsory schooling laws in
the UK, Clark and Royer (2013) detect ripple effects that are more than an
order of magnitude smaller than the direct effect.26

26 Clark and Royer (2013) estimate that the 1947 increase of the minimum
school-leaving age from 14 to 15 reduced the fraction of individuals with at
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A third approach to assessing the importance of signalling has been devel-
oped in the employer learning literature. Lange (2007) and Lange and Topel
(2006) highlight that learning imposes limits on the importance of signalling:
the faster true ability is revealed, the less time is available for recouping the
signalling investment. With the help of a theoretical model, one can then use
estimates of the speed of learning together with estimates of the opportunity
cost of schooling to bound the importance of signalling. Lange (2007) performs
this exercise on US data and finds that signalling accounts for no more than
15% of the life-cycle return to schooling. If instrumental variables for years of
schooling are available that are unobserved by employers, then the difference
between the early- and late-career IV estimates of the causal effect of schooling
on earnings identifies the signalling value of schooling. Applying this approach
to Norwegian data, Aryal et al. (2019) estimate a contribution of signalling
of about 30%. The reason that signalling cannot account for a larger share
of the return to schooling in either exercise is that employer learning is fast.
By contributing additional evidence on the speed of learning, diploma RD
designs—and other strategies for isolating quasi-random variation in labour
market signals—can shed light on the signalling versus human capital debate
in an indirect manner.

most nine years of schooling by 45 percentage points (78% of the mean), while
it reduced the fraction of those with at most 10 years by merely 4 percentage
points (6% of the mean).
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APPENDIX

FIGURE A1 The consequences of relaxing assumption 2
NOTES: In each of the four subpanels, the top figure shows marginal benefit (mb) and
marginal cost (mc) as a function of knowledge acquisition, while the bottom figure plots
utility against knowledge acquisition. Common to all specifications are: (i) the discount
factor β = 0.8, signifying a period length of four years under an annual interest rate of
0.05, (ii) ability θ = 14.3, (iii) noise u drawn from a standard normal distribution, (iv) the
cost function c(k) = k2, (v)the absence of learning during the recruitment process, λ0 = 0,
(vi) a constant learning rate thereafter, λt = 0.05 ∀t > 0, and (vii) a diploma wage gap
Δ = 0.3. The four subpanels vary the diploma cut-off z̃ as indicated. In subpanels (a) and
(b), mb and mc intersect only once, showing that the FOC (5) has a unique candidate
solution. The SOC (6) is satisfied in each case, so the candidate solution indeed gives the
global maximum, as illustrated in the bottom figures of subpanels (a) and (b). In (a),
uniqueness is guaranteed by lemma 1, but in (b), it is coincidental. In subpanels (c) and
(d), mb and mc intersect three times, with the first and third intersections giving
candidate solutions satisfying both FOC and SOC. The optimal knowledge level is found
by ranking them in terms of utility, see the bottom figures. Assumption 2 avoids these
complications.
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